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good things that are likely to be written in this blog.[Extended pelvic exenteration and rectal stump]. The authors
present a second case of carcinoma of the rectum, one of the smallest so far published. This case was a lesion of the
lower third of the rectum not involving the anal sphincters. The survival time is less than a year but the patient has
no local recurrence and has not required resection. The authors discuss the prognosis in this case, the problems that
may be expected when the disease extends into the pelvic cavity, the importance of anatomical resection of the
lesions, the oedema of the rectal remnant, the importance of preoperative chemoradiotherapy.// Copyright 2015 The
Go Authors. All rights reserved. // Use of this source code is governed by a BSD-style // license that can be found in
the LICENSE file. package google import ( "crypto/rsa" "crypto/x509" "encoding/pem" "errors" "fmt" "strings"
"time" "golang.org/x/oauth2" "golang.org/x/oauth2/internal" "golang.org/x/oauth2/jws" ) //
JWTAccessTokenSourceFromJSON uses a Google Developers service account JSON // key file to read the
credentials that authorize and authenticate the // requests, and returns a TokenSource that does not use any OAuth2
flow but // instead creates a JWT and sends that as the access token. // The audience is typically a URL that specifies
the scope of the credentials. // // Note that this is not recommended if you have client credentials stored // in a file, as
credential theft is a very real threat when you store the // credentials in a location outside of your own control. // // If
you use this method, you must supply a JSON key file with e24f408de9
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